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Publication: September 2023
 
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

NO LONGER THERE
Sabine Dully, Eva Dax

The Author and Illustrator

Sabine Dully was born in the German Palatinate, 
studied communication design in Trier and lives 
with her husband in Cologne, where she illustrates 
children’s books, eats waffles and dreams up a wide 
range of worlds and characters for film and TV.

Eva Dax studied literature in Essen, while at the 
same time working as a freelance journalist for va-
rious print, TV and radio editorial offices. In Colog-
ne, where she lives with her husband and two sons, 
she met Sabine Dully. With their amusing stories 
and one-of-a-kind characters, the duo “Dully&Dax“ 
bings a breath of fresh air to the market for chil-
dren’s books.

A touching story of friendship and loss based on the exam-
ple of a character that all children love - even if the snow-
man melts, the memory of the shared winter remains

Explains sensitively to children how to deal with the loss 
of a beloved person and that this person never completely 
disappears

Even if the snowman melts, something of him will remain

If you were to ask Pepe who his best friend is, he wouldn't 
have to think twice: The snowman, of course! He's been the-
re for him all winter, always has time and together they do 
the most wonderful things, like sucking icicles, doing not-
hing or watching the clouds.
But at some point Pepe notices that something is different 
than usual. His snowman is getting smaller and smaller eve-
ry day. Pepe does everything he can to help his friend. But 
still, one morning he is simply no longer there. Pepe feels 
alone and helpless. Until he feels that his snowman has long 
been a part of him.
A sensitive picture book about growing old, a loss and the 
mourning of someone you love.

SPECIFICATIONS 
20.5 x 25.0 cm | hardcover | 36 pages | colour illustrations throughout | 650 words | Retail price € 16.00 | Ages 4+ | 
ISBN 978-3-95728-746-5

Also available
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Publication: August 2023
 
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

This birthday story proves it: Even if everything doesn't 
always go according to plan, good will counts

The sequel to the terrific picture book debut Holgers House 
by Jule Wellerdiek

The perfect gift for a child's birthday

STONE'S MOST 
WONDERFUL BIRTHDAY
Jule Wellerdiek

The Author and Illustrator

Jule Wellerdiek has been drawing ever since she le-
arned to hold a pencil. After studying design at the 
university of applied sciences in Münster, she now 
works as a freelance illustrator on the things she 
likes best – thinking up stories and converting them 
into pictures, for preference with plenty of oddball 
figures and details.

Friendship is the best gift in the world

Holger and Stein are best friends. So it's no wonder that Hol-
ger wants to make a very special birthday present for Stein. 
And what could Stein use better than a Steinmobile?! A great 
idea! Stein is overjoyed and tries out his present right away. 
His bum fits perfectly in the seat and it is super comfortable. 
But - oh no - Holger has forgotten something very import-
ant: the brake! Holger is heartbroken that he gave Stein 
such a screwed-up present, but Stein can assure him that he 
had the greatest day with his best friend and the most won-
derful birthday anyone could ever wish for.

A funny picture book adventure that shows that we don't al-
ways have to be perfect to be liked.

SPECIFICATIONS 
21.0 x 28.0 cm | hardcover | 36 pages | colour illustrations throughout | 690 words | Retail price € 16.00 | Ages 3+ | 
ISBN 978-3-95728-742-7

Also available
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Publication: October 2023
 
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

This fantastically illustrated compendium brings together 
Hans Christian Andersen's most beautiful fairy tales for the 
first time in clever rhymes with a special twist

From the Ugly Duckling to the Little Mermaid: Hans Chris-
tian Andersen's best-known fairy tales, presented in a 
large-format gift edition to read (aloud) again and again 
and to read yourself

HOW A PEA FOUND ME, 
THE RIGHT PRINCESS 
SLEEPLESS
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN’S FAIRY 
TALES IN RHYMES
Cornelia Boese, Daniela Bunge

The Author

Cornelia Boese, born in 1970, already dreamed of 
being a poet as a child and had her first work pub-
lished in a newspaper at the age of 9. After studying 
music, she worked in international theatre for many 
years as an opera prompter, stage musician and pre-
senter of concerts for children. Today, she is a free-
lance author and lives in Würzburg.

The Illustrator

Daniela Bunge, born in 1973, studied educational 
theory in Regensburg and illustration at the Mu-
nich Academy of Art and obtained her diploma as an 
illus trator at the University of Applied Sciences for 
Design in Münster. Today, she lives and works as an 
illustrator in Berlin.

Hans Christian Andersen's most popular fairy tales, en-
chantingly illustrated for the whole family

In this dreamlike book of fairy tales, children from the age of 
5 meet the princess who is prevented from sleeping by a pea, 
the little mermaid who wishes for nothing more than legs 
and the supposedly ugly duckling. The fabulous illustrations 
leave plenty of room for shared discovery and make the fairy 
tale book a real treasure for the whole family.
These fairy tales are included in the book:
The Ugly Duckling, Thumbelina, The Fir Tree, The Princess 
and the Pea, The Snow Queen, The Emperor's New Clothes, 
The Little Mermaid, The Swineherd.

SPECIFICATIONS 
20.3 x 27.9 cm | hardcover | 144 pages | colour illustrations throughout | 13,850 words | Retail price € 25.00 | 
Ages 5+ | ISBN 978-3-95728-745-8

Also available
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Publication: October 2023
 
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

AT HOME WITH THE 
WILD ANIMALS
Dieter Braun, Susanne Lieber

The Illustrator

Dieter Braun works as a freelance illustrator and 
children's book author in Hamburg. He studied 
communication design at the Folkwangschule in 
Essen. His clients include Time Magazine, New York 
Times, Stern, Geo, DIE ZEIT, WWF and and and... His 
non-fiction animal books The World of Wild Animals 
have been translated into 12 languages. The World 
of Wild Animals in the South (2015) and The World of 
Mountains (2018) were each named one of the most 
beautiful books of the year by the Stiftung Buch-
kunst (Book Art Foundation).

The Author

Susanne Lieber studied interior design and works 
as a journalist. If she had not chosen a design pro-
fession, she would have become a wildlife filmmaker. 
Instead of using a camera, she now stalks fauna with 
words and reports on animals and their ways of li-
ving. She lives in Zurich.

The new discovery book by the master of animal illustrati-
ons Dieter Braun, sold into 12 different languages!

Spherical nests and loamy chimneys: Enter the fabulous 
dwellings of over 20 star architects of the animal world

Children (and adults) learn in informative texts and colour-
ful pictures how animals live and what we have copied from 
them

The most curious buildings from the animal world

This beautifully illustrated non-fiction book explores the 
questions of how animals live, what they build and how they 
actively shape their habitat. Who would have thought, for 
example, that a bird like the cottage gardener has a keen 
sense of decoration? Or that an orangutan has to practise for 
years before it can build a stable bed in the treetops? On a 
total of 96 pages, the fascinating living worlds and amazing 
building skills of more than 20 animals are presented – from 
the native beaver to the exotic insect.

SPECIFICATIONS 
24.0 x 30.0 cm | hardcover | 96 pages | colour illustrations throughout | approx. 13,300 words | Retail price € 25.00 | 
Ages 8+ | ISBN 978-3-95728-758-8

Also available
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Publication: June 2023
 
SOLD TO: Korea

What does Elka's classroom look like in Melbourne? Why is 
the teacher in Vietnam on stage? And what does Nino from 
Georgia eat at the big break? This children's non-fiction 
book provides exciting insights into 10 classrooms around 
the world

With detailed illustrations and exciting texts, this book 
shows the different traditions, everyday life, language and 
culture of children from all over the world

TODAY I'M GOING TO 
SCHOOL
HOW CHILDREN AROUND THE
WORLD LEARN
Clara Schaksmeier, Pauline Pete

The Author

Clara Schaksmeier thinks that learning is one of 
the most beautiful things in the world. As a teacher, 
she taught in Vietnam, Canada, India and Georgia. 
To explore school life around the world even more, 
she spoke with teachers from all parts of the globe. 
She lives in Berlin with the intention of learning or 
experiencing one new thing every day.

The Illustrator

Pauline Pete is an illustrator from Fulda. She has 
been living in Hamburg since 2015, where she is stu-
dying illustration at HAW. Growing up in a family of 
artists, she fell in love with drawing, painting and 
lovingly designed books at an early age.

A journey into the classrooms of the world

What does Amanda's classroom look like in Melbourne? Does 
Daniel also have to do homework in Cabo Frio? What does 
Linh's teacher from Ho Chi Minh City do on a stage? How 
many languages does Katyayani from Adra hear in class? 
What does Clotaire in Dschang eat during the big break? And 
why does Yuki in Mino wear slippers in the classroom?
A colourfully illustrated non-fiction book that shows how di-
verse learning is in the world and how infinitely important 
education and access to it is.

SPECIFICATIONS 
21.0 x 29.5 cm | hardcover | 64 pages | colour illustrations throughout | 7,620 words | Retail price € 18.00 | Ages 6+ | 
ISBN 978-3-95728-679-6
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Publication: October 2023
 
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Bestselling author Suza Kolb tells the magical-fantastic 
story of a girl with special abilities

A fast-paced girl's story with a strong heroine and a fabu-
lous world full of sailors, strange animals and magicians

MOONA
THE MAGIC OF THE MOON
Suza Kolb

The Author

Suza Kolb loves to count the adventures of brave, 
fearless heroes and heroines – of the four- or two-
legged variety. She usually finds her inspiration in 
her direct environment. She is the author of the 
best-selling series Die Haferhorde.

The search for true destiny

The fact that Moona can establish a magical connection to 
animals is both her gift and her burden and makes her an 
outsider in her world - in Anglimar, where she was brought as 
a baby to save her life. She actually comes from the Kunasa 
people, who live very close to nature on the island of Sa-
nyala. A great longing, dark dreams and Moona's inner voice 
make her break out of her sheltered world and find her true 
destiny. A destiny that is written in an ancient prophecy and 
which Moona wants to fulfil at all costs with the help of her 
soul animal.
An exciting adventure with a strong-willed and independent 
heroine who takes us into magical worlds.

SPECIFICATIONS 
13.5 x 21.0 cm | hardcover | 208 pages | colour illustrations throughout | 47,200 words | Retail price € 18.00 | 
Ages 10+ | ISBN 978-3-95728-491-4

Also available
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Recent Sales

Illustrated Non-Fiction
Arndt, Ingo: Honeybees (Slovakia, Grada)

Knesebeck Stories
Tautz, Jürgen: The Language of the Bees (Italy, Terra Nuova)

Children's Books
Häfner, Carla/Scheier, Mieke: The Code of Life (Russia, Peshkom)
Winkler, Jakob: Fatima's Phantasmagorical Journey into a World without Mineral Oil (China, China Pictorial Press)
Schaksmeier, Clara/Pete, Pauline: Today I'm going to schoool (Korea, RH Korea)
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CONTACT KNESEBECK

Laura Nerbel
foreign rights
Email: lnerbel@knesebeck-verlag.de

A part of Média-Participations

AGENCIES WORLDWIDE

China
Beijing Himmer Winco Culture & Media Co., Ltd.
Natascha Dou
Room 1105, Building 4, Jian Wai SOHO Eastern
East Third Ring Road, Chaoyang District
100022 Beijing
China
Email: natascha.dou@himmerwinco.com

Comics
Am-Book Inc
Alessandra Sternfeld
49 Elizabeth Street, Fourth Floor
10013, New York, NY
USA
Email: alessandra@am-book.com
www.am-book.com
Comics worldwide

France
Agence Schweiger 
Christian Schweiger
Passage Francois Miquel
46090 Pradines France
France
Email: info@schweiger.fr
www.schweiger.fr

Italy
Berla & Griffini Rights Agency
Vanessa Maus
Via Stampa 4
20123 Milano
Italy
Email: maus@bgagency.it
www.bgagency.it

Poland
Literarische Agentur
Dr. Aleksandra Markiewicz
ul.Lazurowa 159/23
01-479 Warszawa
Poland
Email: aleksandra_markiewicz@space.pl

Russia
Literaturagentur Maria Schliesser
Maria Schliesser
Beuckestraße 11
14163 Berlin
Germany
Email: schliesser.maria@gmail.com

Spain
Aladdin Books & Media Agency
Eva Dietrich
Calle Los Lilos 3
28280 El Escorial, Madrid
Spain
Email: aladdinbooks@gmail.com

Turkey
Kalem AGENCY
Ayda Konez
Şehbender Asmalımescit Sehbender Sok. 18/6
Beyoglu 34430, Istanbul 
Turkey
Email: rights4@kalemagency.com
www.kalemagency.com

USA, UK and Scandinavia
tibooks.agency
Tina Amor
23 Fox Meadow
Barking
Suffolk
IP6 8HS
United Kingdom
Email: tina@tibooks.co.uk

von dem Knesebeck GmbH & Co Verlag KG
Holzstrasse 26
80469 Muenchen/Munich
Germany


